
 

 

Execution 
“Success doesn’t necessarily come from breakthrough innovation but from 

flawless execution.” 

-Naveen Jain 

Execution is often tied with winning and losing.  It is important to understand that 
you can’t control winning or losing (you can’t control what the other team does), 
while you can control your ability to execute.  Winning and losing is very ego 
oriented, when you win you feel great and when you lose you feel bad.  What 
happens if you execute your best and lose?  Should you feel bad if you did your 
very best?  This is where you can make a shift in your perception.  If your focus 
isn’t on winning or the scoreboard then you will have no fear of losing.  You can 
put all your energy and effort into the process of executing.  Imagine what would 
happen if you walked on the court everyday and simply executed to your level of 
experience.   

How do you focus on execution?  I don’t want you to think about the color yellow, 
stop thinking about yellow.  Ultimately, you are going to fail in that particular 
exercise.  Why?  Your brain processed yellow, not a different color even though 
you were told not to think about it.  The same thing happens when you tell 
yourself what not to do.  Your brain is processing the key points of what not to do, 
so naturally you are going to do those things.  The way to disrupt this pattern is to 
think in “I’m going to…” statements.  If your brain is processing what you are 
going to do it is certainly going to try and do it.  Your ability to execute is usually 
based on your level of experience with that particular skill.  If your execution is 
not where you want it to be, spend extra time and effort making improvements. 



Your assignment is to start thinking in “I’m going to…” statements and to correct 
your mindset instantly if you think in what not to do.  Also, to come up with 3 
effort goals that will aid you in the areas where you need specific improvement. 

Effort Goal-to serve 10 balls to each zone before practice. 

Effort Goal-do 20 extra box jumps after each workout 

Effort Goal-text a motivational quote to my teammates the morning of practice 
and tournament  days.   


